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Chapter 1

“The Spirit of Party”

If George Washington had had his way, there would not have been a
Democratic Party. In fact, the first president of the United States did not
like the idea of political parties at all. In 1796, when he was retiring from
the presidency, Washington spoke about what he considered to be the
dangers of political parties. He believed “the common and continual
mischiefs of the spirit of party” should be enough to make people avoid
them. He thought they would “distract the public councils and [weaken]
the public administration,” create “ill-founded jealousies and false
alarms,” and cause fighting within the government.1

John Adams, Washington’s vice president, agreed. He said: “There is
nothing I dread so much as the division of the Republic into two great
parties.”2

As long as Washington was president, no one wanted to form political
parties because no one wanted to anger him.3 However, most of the people
who worked with him in the government were known as Federalists. They
were a type of political party because they shared the same view. In
general, Federalists favored a strong central (federal) government, and
weaker state governments. (Washington, even though he disliked political
parties, agreed with the Federalists.)



George Washington, the first president of the United States,
warned against political parties. He believed they would
damage the government.



Platform of the Early Democratic Party

The federal government has limited powers
Congress cannot charter a national bank
The federal government cannot control or interfere with the domestic

institutions of states
The federal government cannot carry on a system of internal

improvements
The federal government cannot assume the debts of states

The Federalists were led by Alexander Hamilton, Washington’s
secretary of the treasury. Hamilton had long been in favor of a strong
central government. He did not think that people could be trusted to
govern themselves.4

The opposite view was held by Thomas Jefferson, the secretary of
state, and Jefferson’s friend and coworker, James Madison. Jefferson’s
group favored strong state governments over a powerful central
government. They felt that Hamilton’s policies helped wealthy landowners
and businesspeople, but did not help farmers and workers.5

Federalist and Democratic-Republican Strength in Congress,
1778-1806



Even though they were both members of Washington’s cabinet,
Hamilton and Jefferson became enemies because of their differing
viewpoints. The supporters of Hamilton and Jefferson also did not care for
each other. Washington did not like the constant fighting between the
groups. In 1792, at the end of his first term as president, he thought of
retiring. However, he changed his mind and was elected to a second term.6

Presidential election results map from 1792. Numbers indicate the
number of electoral votes allotted to each state.

Nominee
Party
Home state
Electoral vote

George
Washington
Independent
Virginia



States carried
Popular vote
Percentage

132
15
13,332
100%

According to the U.S. Constitution, which at the time was just a few
years old, the president was supposed to be chosen by men from each
state, called electors. They voted, and the candidate who got the most
votes became the president. The one with the second-most votes became
the vice president.

Jefferson knew that he would have to get his supporters—farmers and
other commoners—to act as one group if he wanted to win against the
Federalists. Here he had an advantage over Hamilton. The United States
was growing; many people were moving West to begin new lives. Most of
these pioneers did not have much money. They supported Jefferson over
Hamilton. They felt that Hamilton and the other Federalists were out of
touch with their needs.7

Jefferson first called his supporters Republicans in a letter to
Washington on May 23, 1792.8 Possibly the name came from the
republicans of France, whom Jefferson and his followers liked. Soon the
name became the Democratic-Republicans.9 The party was, said Jefferson,
“of the people.” It appealed to the common members of society—workers
such as farmers, former soldiers, and frontiersmen. It was clear that his
political party was very different from the Federalist Party, which favored
people who had been born with land and money.

In the presidential election of 1796, Washington was not a candidate.
Vice president John Adams—who was considered a Federalist—was a
candidate, as was Jefferson. The Democratic-Republican Party was very
strong in the states of Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and
Kentucky. It also did very well in Pennsylvania, New York, and Maryland.

Adams won with 71 electoral votes, and Jefferson got the second-
largest number of votes with 68. This made Jefferson the vice president.
The president of the United States was a member of one political party,
while the vice president was a member of another.



Could the two men work together? Or was Washington right to warn
against the “mischiefs of the spirit of party”?



James Madison

JAMES MADISON was an important Democrat-Republican. He was born in
Port Conway, Virginia, on March 16, 1751. His wealthy family soon
moved to a large Virginia plantation named Montpelier. He attended the
College of New Jersey (later called Princeton), but returned to Montpelier
in 1772. In 1774, as war with England seemed likely, Madison became a
member of the Committee of Safety in his area. This group oversaw the
local militia. He was also a delegate to the Virginia Convention, where he
worked with Thomas Jefferson on matters about America’s independence.
Jefferson was Virginia’s governor during part of the Revolutionary War,
and Madison helped him. The two men became good friends and stayed
that way for the rest of their lives.

At the Constitutional Convention in 1787, Madison wrote a plan that
the convention used to adopt the U.S. Constitution. He then wrote a series
of papers, along with Alexander Hamilton and John Jay, called the
Federalist Papers. These essays convinced the states to sign the
Constitution.

However, Madison disagreed with Hamilton’s support of wealthy and
business interests over those that affected farmers and other people. He
helped Jefferson create the Democratic-Republican Party. As a member of
Congress, he opposed Federalist policies. When Jefferson became the third
president of the United States in 1801, Madison was his secretary of state.

Madison was elected president after Jefferson. He served two terms,
from 1809 to 1817. He died on June 28, 1836.
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